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21.08.2019 

 

We began the modeling phase by reviewing the work done by CLSB-UK (2017). Since their               

model has the same basic features as our proposed one, we decided to emulate their model.                

Apart from this, we referred to the references cited in CLSB-UK and other works which               

might be of relevance to our work. 

 

Overview- Literature review: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

24.08.2019 

Simulations: 

We emulated the mass action kinetics model done by CLSB-UK for GFP expression in a cell                

free transcription-translation kit.  

Initial Model:  

The analyses were initially carried in MATLAB R2017b using ODEsolver. However, the            

ODEsolver wasn’t able to solve the differential equations (we checked that CLSB faced the              

same issue and hence resorted to numerical solving by Euler’s method. However, since we              

had read in Engineering Mathematics-V that the RK (Runge-Kutta) method at higher orders             

is more accurate than other numerical methods. Hence, we used ode15s for solving the              

equations.  

 

CTS   - Closed Toehold Switch 

PBTS - Partially Bound Toehold Switch 

OTS   - Open Toehold Switch 

k         - The rates of the respective reactions 

 

This was translated into the following differential equations: 

 

 

Output: 

The parameters were set such that the forward reactions were more probable and the initial               

conditions were chosen by looking into the graphs plotted by CLSB. 



 

CTS(0) = 1 M; miRNA(0) = 0.8 M; k1 = 0.1 s-1; k2 =  0.2 M-1s-1; k-1 = 0.01 s-1; k-2 = 0.01 s-1;  

 

 

Final Mass Action Kinetics: 

 

This was again translated into the following ODEs:

 

Output: 

miRNA(0) = 1 M; ktranscription = 1.1×10-3 s-1; ktranslation = 1.7×10-2s-1; kopen = 6×105 M-1s-1;  

kdecay = 1.28×10-3;  



 

 

 

28.08.2019 

We had our first ‘modeling team’ meet, wherein we had a discussion regarding the future               

road map, parameters and concentration to be used. 

Calculation of initial DNA conc:  

1 molar solution - NA  (6*1023 molecules / L)  

X molar solution 7*1016 molecules / L (This was the estimated number of DNA molecules in                

135 ng/µL Toehold DNA (Value given by ‘sensors team’.) 

X = 116 nM (~120 nM) 

We also estimated the transcription time with a rate of transcription 2.2 NTP/s which could               

be given to the ‘sensors team’ as the incubation time. 

For a length of 1033 bases (miR-21 Toehold switch) this time would be approx 469.54 s or                 

7.8 minutes (8 minutes). 

Future Road Map:  

● Make a plot of GFP expression for different initial concentrations of miRNA 

● Include the miR-antimiR binding kinetics, find rate constants of binding 

● Read and summarise Exeter model 

 



 

05.09.2019 

Plot of GFP expression for different initial concentrations of miRNA: 

On referring to Stogbeaur’s paper we found that the GFP expression is seen to saturate after 3                 

h, so we took 2 h  for simulation/running time for the rest of our simulations. 

We varied the miRNA concentration from 1 fM to 1 µM with a 10- fold difference for each                  

simulation. However, on plotting the concentration curves, we observed negative          

concentration values for miRNA. (Data not shown) Hence, we hit a wall wherein we had to                

reason out and rectify parameters. 

 

To do: 

Read and summarise Exeter model: 

Understand the causes for negative concentration of miRNA 

 

18.09.2019 

 

Literature Review: 

In the search, so as to include the thermodynamic aspects in the model, we went through the                 

documentation provided by iGEM Exeter (2015) and simulated their MATLAB code. Their            

work represented a Brownian motion based model for interaction of 2 particles in a solution               

system. We decided to emulate this simulation twice so as to model the interaction between               

antimiR-miR that facilitates the formation of a primary complex and then model the             

interaction between the formed complex and toehold to form the secondary complex. We             

spent quite some time understanding the intricate aspects in the MATLAB code that was              

provided on their wiki, which involved neglecting the interactions with the walls of the              

container, formulating equations for the geometry of the container (in our case a round              

bottom well instead of a microcentrifuge tube used by the Exeter team) so as to define the                 

boundary conditions for the particles in the system. The model in turn aided the visualisation               

of interactions happening within the system; following this we had an organic discussion with              

our primary principal investigator, Dr. Ashok Palaniapan, who also happens to be our             

systems biology instructor. However, post the discussion we found out that the model gave              

only a spatial representation of the dynamics involved in the container and not any useful               



 

information on the kinetics/thermodynamic aspects. Hence, we did not proceed further on this             

front. 

 

Refurbished Road map: 

● Include the miR-antimiR binding kinetics, find rate constants of binding 

● Thermodynamic model for free energy changes in miR-antimiR binding, and the           

complex binding to toehold 

● Read and summarise Green paper 

 

30.09.2019 

Since we obtained negative concentrations of miRNA, we thought it could be due to a higher                

decay rate of miRNA. Since our experiments are performed in nuclease free water,             

theoretically there should be no decay. However, incorporating RNA’s inherent instability,           

we reduced the decay to 3×10-4 and plotted the concentration profile graphs. Here, we observe               

that the negative values disappeared.  

Here’s the plot for all components at different concentrations of miRNA ranging from 1 fM               

to 1 µM. The DNA concentration used for 120 nM. The GFP and OTS curves are alone                 

plotted in semi-logarithmic scale (Y axis in log), owing to the ~10 fold difference in the                

concentrations with change in miRNA(0). 

ktranscription = 1.1×10-3 s-1; ktranslation = 1.7×10-2s-1; kopen = 105 M-1s-1;  kdecay = 3×10-4;  

 



 

Inference: 

The GFP concentration increases with increase in the initial concentration of miRNA. This is              

expected since, higher concentrations of miRNA would open more closed toehold switches            

for translation of GFP.  

 

 

Inference: 

The inference made in GFP can be applied for OTS as well. This is because OTS, on                 

undergoing translation yields GFP, i.e. GFP depends only on OTS and ktranslation. Here, the              

translation rate is set constant. In other words, higher concentration of miRNA will increase              

the concentration of OTS (due to opening of more toehold switches.) and consequently GFP. 



 

 

Inference: 

From the above graph, we hypothesised that the curves for CTS overlapped when the              

concentration of miRNA was lower than the DNA concentration. This was confirmed to be              

true when we plotted graphs for miRNA(0) = 1 fM to 1 nM. (Graph below) 

 



 

So, when the miRNA concentration is lower than that of DNA, the production rate of CTS                

dominates in the equation,  

 

The consumption of CTS by miRNA to obtain OTS is minimal in these concentrations.              

However, when the DNA and miRNA are at comparable concentrations ~100 nM, where             

until 1000 s, the curve increases slowly (as CTS gets converted to OTS). Beyond 1000 s                

(after miRNA(t)=0) the curve again increases linearly, since transcription begins to dominate            

in the equation. 

Finally when miRNA(0) = 1 µM, the concentration of miRNA exceeds that of DNA by ~8                

fold. In this case, the consumption of CTS to obtain OTS dominates, and hence we observe                

very little increase in the concentration of CTS.  

 

Inference: 

In miRNA, the plot could be inferred as the opposite of that of CTS’s!! The equation for the                  

change in concentration of miRNA has negative terms in the RHS, owing to which we would                

expect a decreasing plot. 



 

 

At high concentration of miRNA(0) = 1 µM, we observe a steady decrease in the plot, where                 

even at t = 7200 s, we find the miRNA concentration to be ~100 nM. However, in the case of                    

miRNA (0)= 100 nM, its concentration decreases to 0 by 1000 s. The curves for all other                 

concentrations were assumed to be overlapping as in the case of CTS.  

 

To check this, we plotted the following graph and found that contrary to expectations, we               

observed regions with increasing slope. We decided to raise this issue with our PI the next                

day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

01.10.2019 

On discussing with PI regarding the increasing slopes in the miRNA graphs, we gathered that               

it could be a smoothening error. Further, since the extent of the increase was very low (20                 

pM) and the final value tended to 0, we chose to neglect this. With this we concluded our                  

concentration profile study for various initial miRNA concentration. 

 

To Do: 

Estimate the parameters for miRNA-antimiR binding and include its dynamics in the            

simulation. 

Literature review for miRNA-antimiR binding kinetics proved to be futile, since the            

therapeutic potential of antimiR was more focused on. Hence, we decided to estimate the              

equilibrium constant from the minimum free energy using the equation, 

ΔG = -RT ln(keq ) 

 

07.10.2019 

The ‘software team’ provided us with the MFE values. 

 

-22.20 kcal/mol - MFE of miR-antimiR for miR21 



 

 

-26.00 kcal/mol - MFE of miR-antimiR hybrid - toehold for miR21 

 

11.10.19 

Calculations for equilibrium constant: 

ΔG = -RT ln(keq ) 

Values used: R = 1.987*10-3 kcal mol-1 K-1, T = 298 K,  

For antimiR-miR binding: ΔG = -22.2 kcal mol-1  

keq  = 1.9167*1016 

For complex-CTS binding: ΔG = -26 kcal mol-1  

keq  = 1.1733*1019 

Equations including antimiR-miR binding dynamics 

 



 

Parameters used: 

kmiRantimiR_b=1.9167*1016; (3.3 * 105)  

kmiRantimiR_ub=1; 

kcomplexcts_b=1.1733*1010; 

ktranscription=1.1*10-3; 

ktranslation=1.7*10-2; 

kdecay=3*10-4; 

 

Output obtained: Error message:  

Code failed at t = 5s. Unable to meet integration tolerances without reducing the step size                

below the smallest value allowed (1.323489e-23) at time t.  

 

Thus, we tried reducing the rate constants, which seemed to be ridiculously high.  

Parameters used: 

kmiRantimiR_b=1.9167*105; kmiRantimiR_ub=1; kcomplexcts_b=1.1733*108; 



 

 

Whatever parameter we used higher than these values made the code fail at some time point.                

We realised that there might be some error in calculations of miRNA-antimiR binding rate              

constant and realised that we need to reason out and rectify this by alternative methods. 

12.10.19 

After realising that we modeled the system as a single solution instead of modeling the               

miR-antimiR solution and the toehold- complex solution separately, we changed the           

equations to two sets of differential equations 

 

Set 1:  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Set 2:  

 

OUTPUT: 

 

 



 

There seems to be some negative values in the complex and CTS concentrations. We              

assumed that optimising the parameters for miRNA-antimiR binding (which we are yet to             

identify) will rectify it. 

In a brainstorming session, we realised that keq could be estimated in an alternative way using                

equilibrium concentrations, using the formula, 

  

The equilibrium concentrations were obtained from NUPACK Analysis tab. For 100 nM            

initial concentration of miR 21a and antimiR 21a, at 250C, we obtained the following              

equilibrium concentrations. 

 

Equilibrium concentrations of complex = 0.099 µM; miRNA and antimiRNA = 0.00055 µM 

Estimated equilibrium constant from above data: 3.27*105 µM-1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

OUTPUT: 

 

The sole purpose for us to obtain the equilibrium constant was to get an idea about the rate                  

constants (kforward/kbackward).We had obtained gargantuan values for the equilibrium constant          

(1019) initially, after calculating the same from the minimum free energy values obtained             

from the software team (MFE). However, on verifying the correctness in our procedure, we              

found out that we had substituted the MFE values of the antimiR-miR complex and not the                

individual components (miR and anti-miR which in turn gives an idea about the tendency for               

them to bind and result in complex formation) hence this gave away such high equilibrium               

constant values. So, as soon as we found out this glitch, we immediately substituted the initial                

concentrations of miRNA and antimiRNA in NUPACK software and obtained the           

equilibrium concentrations of miR, anti-miR and complex (miR-antimiR). The values were           

obtained to be 0.0012 nM for both miR and anti-miR. With the equilibrium concentrations of               

the products and reactants we would be able to definitively get the values of equilibrium               

constant and hence we found out the same. We used this value as the forward rate constant by                  

assuming the backward rate constant to be 1. The simulation time was chosen to be 7200 s                 

since the sensor team had reported an incubation time of 2 h for the complex formation.                

However, from the above graph it is evident that the complex formation takes place much               



 

more quickly (well before 500 s) and both the complex and miRNA/anti-miRNA attains             

saturation by then.  

 

From the graph we gathered that initially the CTS concentration is negative, which could be               

attributed to the fact that the consumption dominates production (due to high affinity of              

Complex-CTS). Thus, we decided to add an incubation period of 8 minutes (as discussed on               

28.08.2019) 

The next challenge we faced was adding the relationship between GFP concentration and             

fluorescence intensity. We found an iGEM parts characterisation        

(http://parts.igem.org/Part:BBa_E0040) who worked with GFP mut3b wild type protein and          

have found the conversion factor to be 79.429. 

 

http://parts.igem.org/Part:BBa_E0040


 

13.10.2019 

 

● Incorporated the maturation of GFP phase into the model where the maturation rate             

constant was taken from Stogbauer paper - 0.2 /min 

● Incorporated the 8 min transcription time as mentioned above 

 

Temperature dependence of keq 

NUPACK results for 250C 

Complex - 99.91 nM 

miRNA and anti-miRNA - 81.4 pM 

keq - 1.507 * 104 

 

NUPACK results for 180C 

Complex - 99.97 nM 

miRNA and anti-miRNA - 26.4 pM 

keq- 1.434 * 105 (approximated to 1 * 105 - could be substantiated by fluctuations in                

temperature - as the constant value decreases with increase in temperature and when             

considering per nM instead of per  µM)  

For instance,  

for 18C - 1.434 * 105 per nM 

for 22C - 3.900 *104 per nM 

for 25C - 1.507 * 104 per nM 

 

Thus, at the end of this study we had three sets of differential equations (one for miR-antimiR                 

binding, one for initial transcription and one for complex-CTS binding). We also included             

GFP decay and GFP concentration-fluorescence intensity relationship.  

The next step was checking the final fluorescence intensity for different concentrations of             

miR-antimiR. However, the ‘sensors team’ were moving ahead with dilution of complex (i.e             

antimiR-miR hybrid) rather than the individual components. This was done to remove the             

probability of decrease in antimiR to miR binding at low concentrations. Hence, we followed              

the same procedure in modeling. The antimiR-miR were allowed to interact for 2 h (as               



 

performed in the experiment) and the final complex concentration (which was found to be              

98.74 nM was diluted). 

 

Table representing the final concentrations of the different intermediate entities in the            

sensor study for various concentrations of the complex after 2 h 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 

CTS 396.54 nM 396.45 nM 395.37 nM 395.05 nM 390.86 nM 387.95 nM 387.16 nM 

OTS 0.011 nM 0.11 nM 1.134 nM 1.79 nM 5.67 nM 8.58 nM 9.52 nM 

GFP 0.072 nM 0.66 nM 6.51 nM 9.89 nM 32.38 nM 49.14 nM 54.05 nM 

Mature GFP 0.0048 

µM 

0.048  µM 0.48  µM 1.28  µM 2.44  µM 3.66  µM 4.99  µM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

1.71 17.08 173.26 478.94 861.42 1280  1760 

 

 

 



 

After 4 hours: 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold 

switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 

CTS 435.02 nM 435.02 nM 434.77 nM 434.82 nM 434.22 nM 434.02 nM 433.93 nM 

OTS 0.0013 nM 0.013 nM  0.13 nM 0.17 nM 0.82 nM 0.89 nM 1.04 nM 

GFP 0.0077 nM 0.075 nM 0.77 nM 0.84 nM 3.55 nM 5.04 nM 5.58 nM 

Mature GFP 0.0054 µM 0.054  µM 0.55  µM 1.38  µM 2.75  µM 4.14  µM 5.52  µM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

4.71 47.15 476.08 1250 2370 3550 4810 

 

 

 

 

 



 

16.10.2019 

We realised an error in the initial concentration of DNA. Initially, we considered 7*1016 /L               

DNA molecules in 135 ng/µL. However, on verification with ‘sensors team’, we realised that              

it was the number of DNA molecules in 65 ng/µL. Further, the ‘sensors team’ had changed                

the initial concentration to 125 ng/µL. Accordingly, we changed the DNA concentration to             

223.5 nM. 

After 2 h: 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold 

switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 

CTS 739 nM 738 nM 737 nM 736 nM 733 nM 729 nM 726 nM 

OTS 0.018 nM 0.18 nM 1.17 nM 3.01 nM 5.85 nM 9.74 nM 12.1 nM 

GFP 0.067 nM 0.67 nM 6.66 nM 16.9 nM 32.32 nM 54.1 nM 65.8 nM 

Mature GFP 0.0048 uM 0.048 uM 0.48 uM 1.21 uM 2.43 uM 3.08 uM 4.85 uM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

1.74 17.40 174.16 432.12 868.03 1348.51 1728.04 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

For 4 h: 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 

CTS 810 nM 810 nM 810 nM 810 nM 810 nM 810 nM 810 nM 

OTS 0.0013 nM 0.010 nM  0.13 nM 0.34 nM 0.73 nM 1.13 nM 1.38 nM 

GFP 0.0079 nM 0.0734 nM 0.785 nM 1.97 nM 3.23 nM 5.58 nM 7.96 nM 



 

Mature GFP 0.0055 uM 0.055 uM 0.551 uM 1.38 uM 2.75 uM 4.32 uM 5.51 uM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

4.76 47.73 477.17 1188.49 2382.83 3722.41 4754.4 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The concentration profiles of the individual components seemed fine. However, the ‘sensors            

team’ obtained saturation of fluorescence intensity, while we observe a linear trend. 

 

18.10.2019 

We looked into CLSB-UK and discovered that they too had faced a similar issue and had                

encountered it by adding an additional parameter GFPdecay. Further, on discussion with our             

PI, we realised that the probability of the toehold DNA being a limiting factor could be an                 

ad-hoc explanation for the saturation profile (beyond 10 nM) observed with our experimental             

results. He suggested that even though the ‘sensor team’ had used a DNA concentration of               

220 nM there are chances that due to the round bottom wells that were used for the                 

fluorescence measurements, a significant amount of DNA would have been “trapped” to the             

walls of the wells and hence not available for transcription by the cell-free solutions used,               



 

leading to saturation of fluorescence intensity. Thus, we looked into the trends of             

fluorescence intensity for various initial concentrations of DNA and GFPdecay. 

DNA Concentration - 20 nM - 2 h 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

1.56 15.60 152.82 366.24 662.55 873.50 1014.9 

 

DNA Concentration - 20 nM - 4 h 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

4.57 45.62 452.42 1110.5 2136.5 3064.8 3889.5 

 

DNA Concentration - 10 nM - 4 h 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

4.40 43.31 430.48 1030.3 1859.7 2481.7 2879.8 



 

Including GFP decay 1*10-5 DNA Concentration - 10 nM - 4 h 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

4.168 41.65 408.53 978.59 1772.2 2371.4 2780.7 

 

Including GFP decay 1*10-4 DNA Concentration - 10 nM - 4 h 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 500 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 493.7 nM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

2.6921 27.09 266.77 644.92 1203.6 1637.7 1942.7 2309.6 

 

Including GFP decay 1*10-5 DNA Concentration - 10 nM - 4 h 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

4.31 43.5 428.12 1051.6 1450.6 2912.5 3675.2 

 

 



 

Including GFP decay 5*10-5 DNA Concentration - 20 nM - 4 h 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 25 nM 50 nM 75 nM 100 nM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.87 nM 24.69 nM 49.37 nM 74.05 nM 98.74 nM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

3.49 34.96 347.17 856.52 1662.4 2415.7 3053.3 

 

Including GFP decay 5*10-5 DNA Concentration - 10 nM - 4 h 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 100 nM 1  µM 10  µM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.80 nM 98.7 nM 980.7 nM 9.87  µM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

3.39 34.01 334.86 856.52 2335.93 2771.54 

 

Including GFP decay 5*10-5 DNA Concentration - 5 nM - 4 h 

miRNA/ 

anti-miR 

concentration 

100 pM 1 nM 10 nM 100 nM 1  µM 10  µM 

Complex 

(miR-antimiR- 

Toehold switch) 

98 pM 980 pM 9.80 nM 98.7 nM 980.7 nM 9.87  µM 

Fluorescence 

Intensity 

3.28 32.3 309.6 1304.6 1396.3 1391.8 

 



 

 

We settled at GFPdecay 5*10-5 and DNA Concentration 10 nM, since this value fitted most               

with the experimental results. (Though 20 nM DNA concentration seems promising too, it             

does not saturate at 100 nM - the 1 µM intensity being ~1.8 times higher than the 100 nM                   

intensity) 

However, the experimental results saturate at 10 nM, while our model results saturate at 100               

nM. This difference could be attributed to experimental errors and could be addressed by              

further experimentation for estimating the parameters for several rates including          

miRNA-antimiR binding, complex- CTS binding. 

 


